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FAIRMONT LE CHÂTEAU FRONTENAC | Quebec City, Quebec, Canada

Highlights

Year Opened
1893

Site Size
11,720 m² (126,142 ft²)

Gross Floor Area
53,027 m² (570,776 ft²)

Guest Rooms
- 611 rooms, including:
  - 60 Fairmont Or
  - 38 Suites

Function Spaces
- 3,714 m² (39,972 ft²)
- Number of rooms: 23
- Capacity: 10 to 2000 people

Food & Beverage
- Champlain: 140 seats
- 1608 bar à vin & fromage: 60 seats
- Le Sam: terrasse: 54 seats / lounge: 88 seats
- Starbucks

Retail Space
- 281 m² (3,027 ft²)

Parking Spaces
- 435

Other Amenities
- Business Centre
- Various packages with local attractions
- Health Club / Spa with indoor pool
- Private reception counter for groups
2011-2014 Restoration

Completely transformed rooms
- Close to 330 rooms have been meticulously and entirely transformed, thereby creating a new room category called “Deluxe Contemporary”.
- Fairmont Gold, the boutique hotel within the Château, has been fully modernized, with the number of rooms increased to 60 from 46 and its private lounge expanded.

Three totally revamped restaurants and bars
- The hotel’s culinary experience has been transformed and reinvented, led by executive chef Baptiste Peupion, with the introduction of three new concepts:
  - Champlain restaurant, the hotel’s signature dining room
  - Le 1608 bar à vin & fromage, a wine and cheese bar
  - Le Sam, the evolutionary new bistro

Common areas transformed
- The transformation of the main lobby has provided for the addition of refined elements and unique items that fit in with carefully maintained and restored historical details.
- A large backlit blue onyx panel, inspired by the majestic St. Lawrence River, greets guests at the reception desk.
- The grand Salon Rose stairway is now home to an impressive 4.6-metre-high (15 ft) chandelier custom-made from thin pieces of glass representing ice cubes, in homage to Quebec winters.
- The hotel’s fitness centre area will be significantly increased in the next few weeks.

A contemporary spa in a historic place
- Enhancements to the guest experience include construction of the Spa du Château Frontenac, with seven care and treatment rooms, as well as a renovated and expanded health club.

A new roof
- The Château Frontenac’s famous copper roof has been restored, and extensive masonry work has been done.